
17.12 Review
17.12.1 Key knowledge summary
17.2 Why we have a constitution• The way we are governed in Australia is determined by a set of rules. This set of rules is known as our

Constitution. It outlines the powers of those governing us, and what they are and are not permitted to
do in exercising those powers. Commonwealth and state parliaments are all expected to operate within
the rules laid out in this Constitution. The law courts are also expected to uphold the rules contained in
the Constitution, and to ensure that all individuals and organisations act within these rules.• A constitution was necessary because Australia already consisted of six self-governing colonies. As a
national parliament would be introduced to govern the new nation, it was important to have a clear
statement of how power would be shared between the national parliament and the six existing
parliaments.

17.3 Sharing the power• Under our Constitution, we also have a separation of powers. This means that power is separated
between the legislative arm of government, which makes laws; the executive arm, which implements
(or carries out) the laws; and the judicial arm, which resolves disputes that may arise under those laws.• The Constitution provides for a division of powers between the state parliaments and the federal
parliament. Law-making powers are divided in such a way that national issues can be handled by the
central government, while state governments can concentrate on providing essential services for their
citizens.

17.4 Changing the Constitution• Our Constitution can only be changed through a referendum in which a double majority vote in favour
of the proposed change.

17.5 Difficulties in changing the Constitution• It is relatively difficult to change our Constitution. There have been 44 occasions when constitutional
change has been attempted, and only 8 of them were successful.

17.7 Role and structure of the Commonwealth Parliament• Parliament is the main law-making body in Australia.• Parliaments are elected to create laws that represent the wishes and values of citizens. Our system of
government is known as a democracy because the people vote to decide who sits in the parliament.• State parliaments were mostly established in the six former colonies from the 1850s, while the federal
parliament came into being with federation in 1901.• Many features of our parliamentary democracy have been adapted from the British system of
government, known as the Westminster system. As a group of former British colonies, we adopted
many features of the Westminster system, such as having two houses of parliament at both the federal
level and in most of the states.

17.8 State and territory parliaments• Each of the six states and two territories has its own parliament to make laws for its citizens on those
matters over which the state or territory has constitutional power.

17.9 Water management — an issue for all levels of government• Water management is an issue that has involved all levels of government.• Protection of the Murray–Darling Basin has required cooperation between the federal government and
the governments of the four states concerned.
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17.12.2 Reflection
Complete the following to reflect on your learning.

17.12 ACTIVITIES
Revisit the inquiry question posed in the Overview: <content to come>
content to come

1. Now that you have completed this topic, what is your view on the question? Discuss with a partner. Has
your learning in this topic changed your view? If so, how?

2. Write a paragraph in response to the inquiry question outlining your views.

Interactivity The Australian Constitution, Parliament and government crossword (int-xxxx)

eWorkbook Reflection (doc-xxxx)

Crossword (doc-xxxx)

KEY TERMS
bicameral a parliament with two houses
census a regular survey used to determine the number of people living in Australia. It also has a variety of other

statistical purposes.
communism a belief system that promotes the overthrow of existing society and replacing it with one in which all

property and possessions are shared equally, and resources are controlled by the government
constitution a set of rules that determines the structure of government and its law-making powers
democracy a form of government in which the people determine how they will be governed
dictators a person who has absolute power within a country, and who usually cannot be voted out of power by

democratic elections. A government headed by a dictator is usually referred to as a dictatorship.
federation the formation of a united country from a number of separate states or colonies, with law-making

power shared between the national government and the governments of each of the states
judiciary a collective name given to the judges who preside over law courts
legislation a term used to describe laws passed by parliament
referendum a process of allowing the people to vote on an important issue
repeal to remove a law so that it no longer applies
royal assent the formal approval by the monarch’s representative, and the final step necessary before a law

comes into force
unicameral a parliament with only one house
westminster system the parliamentary system of Great Britain, which has been copied and adapted by many

other countries including Australia. It is so-called because the British Parliament meets in a building called the
Palace of Westminster
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